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"A lot of work goes into applying to college, including filling out the Common App, writing personal essays and getting
recommendation letters,".

Updates to the Common App The Common App website was updated in July to include a new design, greater
search functionality and more detailed pages on individual colleges, as well as step-by-step application guides
for first-year and transfer students. Some well-known private institutions like the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Georgetown University in the District of Columbia only accept applications through their
school websites. That's two weeks to fill out any background information and at least a month for other
required documents. What are some other mistakes that drive college admissions staffers crazy - and
sometimes send the applicant straight to the rejection pile? In one case we got Bank of America. Colleges that
allow students to submit applications through multiple platforms don't have a preference on which one is used,
but high school counselors might. It wasn't just because of that; it didn't help, though. Apply for as many
scholarships as you can The tip we hear the most from scholarship winners is to apply for as many
scholarships as you can. Some institutions may require students to submit a supplemental essay or additional
information. Satisfy all the requirements You can write the best essay in the world, but if the prompt asks for a
list of five things, and you only list four, you may be disqualified. Good luck! Using a net price calculator can
help you decide if a school is a good financial fit for you and your family. If you're still stuck, ask your school
counselor or reach out to the colleges you're applying to. Starting early also allows students to get the help
they need at the beginning of the school year, she says. The summer before senior year of high school is a
great time for students to start on their applications , experts say. March 13, This story was originally
published on Sept. More Would you rather spend hours applying for scholarships or years paying off student
loan debt? Demonstrating true interest and care can make a difference on the margin. About U. Debra
Chermonte Dean of admissions and financial aid, Oberlin College Hitting submit without proofreading: Using
spell-check isn't enough - you have to proofread. News asked pros from around the country to weigh in on
what they'd strongly rather you not do. How can you ensure your editing is top-notch and you impress
admissions committees? In addition to any parental information that's needed -- such as employer details and
educational background -- many schools also require first-year applicants to submit recommendation letters
and transcripts. Are your sentences very long or unclear? Here are some of the highlights. The way others
perceive me is inherently inaccurate, so I do not need to concern myself with what others think. He also
received a wait-list spot from Yale. You should instead approach your admissions essay edits with a
professional mindset. But sometimes things are lost in cyberspace. Even the best writer or editor may not
notice every mistake in your college admissions essay, which makes digital tools like grammar checks a
wonderful first step. Through the platform, first-time and transfer applicants can apply to multiple colleges at
once. There is some variation among the topics. The best essays are unique and stand out from the
competition, so be original and use your own words. If you've told us in one essay how you live with your
extended family and how important that is in your life, don't tell us in the second essay about how the person
you most admire is your grandmother Given her circumstances â€” raised by an abusive, alcoholic father and a
neglectful mother; involved in several dysfunctional relationships with controlling men; drinking to numb the
injustices of life, but then realizing it was too late to stop â€” I have no way of knowing if my life would be
any different from hers. He worked with a mentor at CollegeVine â€” a junior at Duke University majoring in
biochemical engineering â€” to improve his essay. Get personal Instead of burning yourself out applying for
every scholarship you qualify for, have some fun! The deadline to submit the completed application is p. I'd
rather see quality over quantity. Luke Kenworthy These schools look for the right mix of academic
achievement and participation in extracurricular activities. Elwell agrees. Besides starting early, experts
encourage students to take advantage of the Common App preview that allows students to review their
application prior to submission. This was the same person who, when I was eight, threw a drunken party at our
house for teens younger than I am now. Get our complete rankings of Best Colleges.


